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YGB Hybrid Currency App allows Hybrid Currency Owners 
(HCOs) direct access to the YGB Currency System.  

HCOs can log into their accounts with the account Email, a 
password, and the authentication code. HCOs can purchase a 
physical asset(s) such as gold, silver, or lithium, which the system 
automatically affixes the most available technological asset(s) 
when appropriate. The App has 27 functions: Product Purchase, 
Chat, Money Transfer, Minerals Swap, Media, Act of Kindness, Bill 
Payment, etc.  

This Scope of Work provides HCOs an uncomplicated insight into 
the App's Appearance,  Design, and Development.   

The YGB Hybrid Currency combines a minimum of two types of 
assets (1) the Physical Asset(s) is a mineral, metal, natural 
resource with its own value, and (2) the Technological Asset(s) is 
technologies explicitly designed for the Hybrid or an existing 
technology permanently affixed to the physical asset(s). 

INTRODUCING

YGB Hybrid 
Currency APP 

The First Universal Currency App



COMPLICATED 
A Hybrid can be complicated if the minerals are 
sourced from third parties; the secret is a direct 
supply of physical asset(s). The second secret is to 
utilize all available technologies as affixed assets 
while developing new technologies.

Mining minerals is easy for us; it's what we do. Developing 
new technologies can be challenging and not easy for 
anyone. We are taking advantage of every available 
technology and creating several new technologies specifically 
for the future of Hybrid Currencies. Minerals will become the 
most sought-after resource on the planet, alongside water 
and trustworthy human capital (skilled people).  

The real complication is two-fold. (1) The general public is not 
that educated about minerals extraction or the development 
of complicated technologies. (2) The global community's 
entire financial system and supply chain is built on 
intermediaries. The actual producers, manufacturers, 
builders, and growers are fewer each year. So, the 
introduction of the Hybrid is foreign to people. People are so 
ingrained with fiat, a governmental currency, digital (cards, 
cryptos, banking, etc.) that the Hybrid concept can be cause 
hesitation even though the Hybrid is based on respected 
minerals such as gold and silver.  

Our decision to affix physical assets to multiple technological 
assets, including but not limited to in-house technology, 
quantum technologies, artificial intelligence, coded 
technologies, algorithms development, and others, is based 
on expert advice, and we are going to do it our way.



INGENIOUS 

CATEGORIES: On Hand | In Production | In Future 
The physical assets entering the Hybrid System are divided 
into three categories based on (a few considerations):  

The start to end-stage of each mineral 
The timeline of each process 
The expected abilities to meet operation needs 
The cost to an HCO (grams, milligrams, micrograms) 
Algorithm assuring maximum value 
The system profitabilities against possible inflation  
The operating conditions 
The expected amount of minerals (physical asset(s) 
The availability of minerals to HCOs on/off the system 

• Consumers   
• Industrial Consumers   
• Commercial Consumers  

Example: Gold purchased through On Hand is 2% -6% below 
market, In Production is 4%-9% below market, and In Future 
is 7%-12% below market prices. The day you own a Hybrid 
physical asset, you are profitable. We will be able to develop 
separate systems and technological assets in each category.

Freaking ingenious is the Hybrid Currency, 
especially the On Hand | In Production | In Future 
categories. This allows HCOs to completed involved 
with every aspect of the physical assets. This is not 
the same as owning stocks; you own actual 
minerals as an asset in the Hybrid. 



ON HAND

Look at On Hand as a way to get what you want 
quickly; it’s already in the system—it’s ready to go 
out. It’s guaranteed to be priced below the world 
market. We already mined these minerals and 
likely have consumers and industrial consumers 
waiting to use them. 

On Hand are minerals that have fully completed the 
exploration, mining, and processing plants/smelting.  

A green square always represents On Hand. The 
characteristics of each mineral (i.e., identity, purity, cost, etc.) 
are uploaded into the Hybrid System in denominations of 
grams, milligrams, micrograms. The amount of physical assets 
available to be added to the physical asset ledger is based on  
+/- (0.25% to 1.0%) ore/alluvial assay accuracy of the total lot. 
Once secure in an HCO’s account, they are automatically 
affixed to a technological asset(s). 

Example: If an HCO decides to take physical possession of 
gold, silver, or platinum, the minerals will exit the account 
once the system receives final notification from the HCO. The 
gold, silver, or platinum will be securely packaged and sent to 
the HCO as oval droplet(s). Platinum requires approved 
accounts. On Hand will require 1 to 27 days for delivery.



IN PRODUCTION

Look at In Production as getting involved with 
the minerals coming from the mines to the 
purification process.   It’s guaranteed to be priced 
below the world market. We are extracting these 
minerals and likely have consumers, industrial 
and commercial consumers not in immediate need 
of these minerals.  

In Future are minerals that have completed exploration, 
are now being extracted, and being processed/smelted.  

A yellow triangle always represents In Production. The 
characteristics of each mineral (identity through assays) are 
uploaded into the Hybrid System in denominations of grams, 
milligrams, micrograms. The amount of physical assets 
available to be added to the physical asset ledger is based on  
+/- (0.8% to 1.2%) ore/alluvial assay accuracy of the total lot. 
Once secure in an HCO’s account, they are automatically 
affixed to a technological asset(s). 

Example: If an HCO decides to take physical possession of 
gold, silver, or platinum, once the physical asset is available for 
delivery, the minerals will exit the account once the system 
receives final notification from the HCO. The gold, silver, or 
platinum will be securely packaged and sent to the HCO as oval 
droplet(s). Platinum requires approved accounts. In Production 
will require 9 to 57 days for delivery.



IN FUTURE

Look at In Future as getting as much as you want 
while it’s still in the ground; before we start the 
extraction. It’s guaranteed to be priced below the 
world market. We are likely preparing the site, 
setting up camp, ordering equipment, finalizing 
agreements with industrials/commercial consumers.

In Future, are the minerals still in the ground waiting to 
be extracted. 

A red circle always represents In Future. These minerals are 
still in the earth (in-ground). We extract these minerals as 
needed to supply the Hybrid. The characteristics of each 
mineral (identity through exploration and lab testing) are 
uploaded into the Hybrid System in denominations of grams, 
milligrams, micrograms. The amount of physical assets 
available to be added to the physical asset ledger is based on 
+/- (1.75% to 2.25%) ore/alluvial assay accuracy of the total 
lot. Once secure in an HCO’s account, they are automatically 
affixed to a technological asset(s). 

Example: If an HCO decides to take physical possession of 
gold, silver, or platinum, once the physical asset is available 
for delivery, the minerals will exit the account once the system 
receives final notification from the HCO. The gold, silver, or 
platinum will be securely packaged and sent to the HCO as 
oval droplet(s). Platinum requires approved accounts. In 
Future will require 98 to 202 days for delivery



Strategies | Formulas  
All formulas, mathematical equations, codes, algorithm 
configurations, etc., are considered confidential. But, what we 
did was we affixed a level of mathematics formulas to each 
denomination (gram, milligram, and microgram) of minerals we 
extracted, work facts, hours, locations, etc. 

WS = Work started (In Future) 
WP = Work in progress (In Production) 
WD = Work done (On Hand) 
Labor Conflict = (Hours Worked X Rate/WD) – 
(Expected Hours X Market Rate)  

The calculated units represent Work In Progress at the 
beginning or completed. A measure of time can be divided 
against a unit of work into seconds, hours, months, etc. The 
algorithm only works in facts to theory, not theory to fact. It is 
possible for the Hybrid because it starts with actual tangible 
facts (i.e., real gold, real work performed by actual human 
capital, machines, etc). 

A value of the currency will be applied to each asset separately. 
We have specific uniform formulas to ensure an HCO’s Wallet 
is appropriately and fairly credited. These formulas include but 
are not limited to consideration of market conditions, industry 
pricing, mining factors, multiple global mineral markets, and 
other evaluating factors.  

Global trading prices of gold, silver, and other precious minerals 
are readily available. Precious stones, gems, and rare earths’ 
require more specific and unique formulas. We created 

formulas and new concepts while using industry standards, 
history, and data. 

Physical Assets shall be recorded and displayed in  
Amount 
Market Value 
Selling Price 
Buying Price 
Weight Amount 
Karats Purity 
Storage Shape 
Vault Region Location (For Shipping), 
Amount Available for (Categories) 
Expected Future Trend Value 
And other viable display options 

We will convert the world market information displayed in grams 
and kilograms to the Hybrid’s units of measure. An HCO’s 
Wallet will display data in micrograms, milligrams, grams, while 
specific Industrial Consumers and Commercial Consumers may 
be in kilograms.  

We have hidden codes and formulas through shapes, colors, 
alpha-numeric characters, pictures, symbols, drawings, etc.  

Kilogram | Gram | Milligram | Microgram

KG, G, MG, MCG

1 kilogram (kg) = 1,000 gram (g) 
1 kilogram (kg) = 1,000,000 milligram (mg) 
1 kilogram (kg) = 1,000,000,000 micrograms (mcg)

1 gram (g)  = 0.001 kilogram (kg) 
1 gram (g) = 1,000 milligram (mg) 
1 gram (g) = 1,000,000 microgram (mcg

1 milligram (mg)  = 0.000001 kilogram (kg) 
1 milligram (mg)  = 0.001 gram (g) 
1 milligram (mg)  = 1,000 microgram (mcg)

1 microgram (mg)  = 0.000000001 kilogram (kg) 
1 microgram (mg)  = 0.000001 gram (g) 
1 microgram (mg)  = 0.001 milligram (mg)



Phase 1: Sign Up a Minimum of 800,000 Users. 
Project Synopsis:  

Obtain 800k Users 
Setup App Hosting (Primary: Google PlayStore Console, Apple 
AppStore Dashboard, Secondary: Amazon Web Services, 
BlackBerry Work, Microsoft App Store) 
Select Icons (Buttons) 
Design App Base Layout 
Select Color Scheme 
Connect Functionalities 
Start Website buildout 

________________________________________________________ 
Phase 2: Activate and Complete Functions 
Project Synopsis:  

Activate ready account functions 
Complete sending and receiving  
Complete make purchases 
Review transactions 
Send money for YGB Account-to-Account 
Spend and trade the physical asset (gold, etc.)  

________________________________________________________ 
Phase 3: Adding the Money Transfer Functions to the Wallet 
Project Synopsis:  

Within the Account, globally receive and send money 
________________________________________________________ 
Phase 4: Generating Bank Accounts for Each Account 
Project Synopsis:  

Automatic generate Bank Account Numbers 
Linked to YGB Routing Number 
SWIFT code for international banking activities 

________________________________________________________ 
Phase 5: Accepting/ Transacting With Other Digital Formats 
Project Synopsis:  

Accept, transfer to, interact with other digital formats and 
technologies, online wallets, and online money accounts

PHASES

Project Synopsis 



Project Synopsis: Obtain 800,000 Users. Setup Google PlayStore Console, Setup Apple AppStore Dashboard, select Icons (Buttons), 
Design App Base Layout, Select Color Scheme, Start Connecting Functionalities, and start Website buildout.

PHASE ONE SCOPE OF WORK
Phase 1: Sign Up a Minimum of 800,000 Users.



Milestone Stages (MiSg): are considered tasks that must be 
completed within a specific timeframe. 

Stage: is a specific section of the timeline. 

Phase 1: Signing up our minimum of 800,000 Users. 
Project Synopsis: Obtain 800,000 Users. Setup Google 
PlayStore Console, Setup Apple AppStore Dashboard, select 
Icons (Buttons), Design App Pages Layout, Design App Home 
Screen (Splash) Select Color Scheme, Start Connecting 
Functionalities, and start Website buildout. 

Milestone Stages (MiSg): 
Stage1: Signing up our minimum of 800,000 Users. 

Expected Start: September 09, 2019     
Expected End:  TBD 

Stage 2: To complete all Setup Google PlayStore Console, Setup 
Apple AppStore Dashboard, select Icons (Buttons), Design App 
Pages Layout, Design App Home Screen (Splash) Select Color 
Scheme, Start Connecting Functionalities; start Website buildout. 

Expected Start: December 12, 2019 
Expected End: TBD 

Some of the information is proprietary and confidential. We 
recognize that our Hybrid is not like anything else on the market.  

Initial Payment (Phase 1): To start work on Phase 1; $1.725M. 

Second Payment (Phase 1): After 50% Completion of the project, 
approx. 25-30 days after start. 

Final Payment (Phase 1): After Test completion of the App |
Account going live, approx. 47-73 days 

Phase Overview 
Setup Google PlayStore and Apple IOS App Store: To upload a 
mobile app, we will pay a fee to receive a developer dashboard 
from which we submit an app to the Play Store / App Store. 

Icons: Selected Icons have been selected and approved. Total 
Icons is expected to be 22–33.   

Design: is unique in the sense that we kept all Icons separate. 
Allowing Users to rearrange Icons will come with a later update.  

Interactive Splash Screen: Rains alphanumeric characters. 

The Website: will be completed during Phase 2. We have started 
the development of a new Website to match the App. 

Color Scheme: is taken from the Brand Guidelines | Visual 
Systems Master Strategy of Youngblood Industries. The icon's 
color is mainly gold with accented colors, App is burnt red.  

PHASE ONE EXPLANATION 
Phase One | Milestones



Specifications | Milestones Tasks (MiTk) 
Testing The System: 
• Multiple tests to scale the 800,000 Users 
• Ensure that the App information is complete and accurate 
• Crock checks all metadata against system protocols 
• Update contact information in case App Reviewers reach us 
• Conduct active demonstrations for the app, account, user 

name, password, second authentication, and login speed 
• Check all hardware resources connected (e.g. login 

credentials or a sample QR code) 
• Enable backend services so that they’re live and accessible 

during reviews 
• Include detailed explanations of non-obvious features 
• Explain in-app purchases in the App Review notes 
• Explain supporting documentation where appropriate 
• Ensure the App follows guidance in other documentation, 

documentation guidelines, design guidelines, brand and 
marketing guidelines 

• Ensure all governmental regulations are followed 
• Domain name registration  

MiTk 1 | Design (Page) 
• Splash screen design 
• Registration design  
• Login design 
• Virtual account (wallet) design 
• Payment history design 
• Money management design 
• User profile design 
• Terms and conditions 
• Privacy policy design 
• Admin panel design 
• Icons design 
• Color scheme design 

MiTk 2 | Functions For User Registration (Sign Up)  
• Users can make registration (signup) payments through 

payment platforms (i.e. PayPal, Square, etc.) 
• Users can make registration (signup) payments using a Debit 

Card or Credit Card 
• Users has full access to On Hand | In Production | In Future 

Products after 800,000 signups  

MiTk 3 | Functions For Users Managing Accounts  
• Users can update their profile unlimited times 
• Users can add fiat money to their Accounts 
• Users can purchase in the form of Hybrid Currency (On Hand | 

In Production | In Future  
• Users can select to have purchase in account or delivered 
• Users can track all orders at any time 
• Users can sell their physical asset directly from their Account 
• Users can see the current buying/selling price worldwide 
• Users can see their invoice/transactions details at any time 
• Users can download records at any time (View or Print) 

MiTk 4 | Secure Functions For Managing Users’ Accounts 
• Content Management System (CMS) function allows ONLY 

Hybrid admin to change the specific page contents 
• Can change socials links of App from admin panel 
• Can change contact information of App from admin panel 
• Can check client's reviews 
• Can check all transaction details 
• Can access specific user details 
• Can block, approve and suspend user accounts  
• Can check order details 
• Can communicate with the user email 

MiTk 5 | Database Management Detail (As Needed) 
• Online Website  
• Confidential Database Management System 
• Hosting and Registrar Information (Confidential)



MiTk 6 | Completion of Phase One  
• Before going live, a quality assurance review of each web 

page is conducted to ensure the App to Account meets the 
scope specification.  

• Ensuring that all Users are transferred into the updated 
system  

• Ensure all security functions are proper and working  
• A 30-day monitoring warranty period starts from the day the 

App goes live to make sure the website, the system, the App 
meet specifications 

MiTk 7 | YGB Team Assisting Tech Team 
• Tech Team will have the full support of at least 3 to 5 YGB 

Team Members at all times for the term of the project  
• YGB Team will provide written content, images, and a items as 

required during the duration of execution of the project  
• The YGB Team will assist as the project estimated timelines 

may decrease or increase in case of any delays 

MiTk 8 | Domain & Hosting Details  
• Tech Team will require YGB to provide domain and hosting 

details to ensure site goes LIVE (admin panel) 

MiTk 9 | Out Of Scope: Additional Functionality 
• Anything NOT mentioned in these milestones will be treated 

as out of scope 
• Additional items may lead to increment in project cost as well 

as increased timelines 
• Any foresight or planning that lacks project estimation, depth 

and clarity will be added as updated requirements  
• Prioritize tasks based on adjustments that cause cope creep 
• Increase in the number of deliverables based on the timeline 

of additions to product features, and requirements to the 
overall system design 

MiTk 10 | Project Workflow 
• Requirement acquisition 
• Project information collection 
• Coordinating with the clients (timelines, concepts, ect.) 

MiTk 11 | Mock-ups 
• App screen designs would be provided 
• Static development 
• Converting the App screen design into XML 
• App Templates would be shown as a maximum 3 and based 

on choice 
• Dynamic development  
  
MiTk 12 | Dynamic Development 
Functionalities Development as per the Project 
  
MiTk 13 | Testing Phase 
• Use case creation according to the requirements 
• Running the system through the use cases and correcting the 

flaws and glitches 

MiTk 14 | Deployment Phase 
• Planning, development, testing, deploying, monitoring, 

adjusting, monitoring again.  
• Project completion and submission after all tests are 

completed 
• YGB Team and Tech Team sign off on Live



ICONS
Icons | Description 

Support  
Support can/will: 
• Go to FAQ  
• Contact us for help

Home  
Home can/will: 
• Return to the home screen  
• Take you to sign out/in 
• Power out/up 
• Return to the first screen without swiping 

Settings  
 Settings can/will: 
• Allows adjusting parameters  
• Allows adjusting functionalities 

My Wallet  
Wallet can/will: 
• Make all transactions  
• Review all transactions  
• Track transactions 
• Preset transactions 
• Send/Receive any transaction  
• Provide all accounts information 

Profile  
Profile can/will: 
• Setup/edit personal information 

Shopping Cart  
Cart can/will: 
• See products before checkout 
• Go immediately to checkout 

Chat  
 Chat can/will: 
• Chat with the entire HCO (User) Network 
• Chat during video conferencing  
• Chat with support team

Notifications  
 Notifications can/will: 
• Notify us regarding anything  
• User can setup notifications 

Wallet-to-Wallet 
Wallet-to-Wallet can/will: 
• Send/Receive transactions with all YGB Users 
• Review transactions 

Rates | Prices  
Rates | Prices can/will: 
• Provide all world market information  
• Know selling prices of all products 
• Know buying rates of all products 
• Get industry updates on products  
• Provide estimated gains and losses

Banking  
Banking can/will: 
• Conduct banking activities 
• Setup/edit accounts 
• Receive deposits  
• Make loans 
• Make deposits 

News  
News can/will: 
• Provide the latest news  
• Connect to video or audio 

broadcasting platforms 

Acts Of Kindness  
Acts Of Kindness can/will: 
• Be rewarded with gold and 

other physical assets for doing 
good things around the world, 
in your community, and from 
time-to-time, we will give all 
Users a little something to 
initiate an act of kindness



Icons Description 

History  
History can/will: 
• Review all transactions  
• Print, airdrop, Bluetooth, email reports  
• Review specific timelines 

Search  
Search can/will: 
• Search for products 
• Search for any content 

Products  
Products can/will: 
• List all available and future products 
• On Hand delivery of Gold, Silver 
• On Hand specific delivery of Platinum  
• Oh Hand, InProduction, In Future (i.e. 

gold, silver, all precious minerals 
(metals and stones), rare earths, 
natural resources 

• Agricultural products in the future 
(plats, animals, wildlife, exotics…) 

• Other industries 

Reviews  
Reviews can/will: 
• Provide a review of the products or services  

Bill Payments  
Bill Payments can/will: 
• Allow payment of bills such as utilities, subscription, 

and any other daily expense 

Wire Transfer  
Wire transfer can/will: 
• Allow sending a wire from bank or cash accounts 
• Allow receiving a wire from bank or cash accounts 

Cash Transfer  
Cash Transfer can/will: 
• Transfer cash from (Account-to-Account)  
• Transfer/receive cash from bank accounts 
• Transfer cash to external apps   
• Cash of gold or other products  
• Gold or other products to cash

Trade  
Trade can/will: 
• Trade physical assets and other 

products on the system 
• Sell gold and other products 
• Receive gold and other products

Convert To Hybrid  
Convert To Hybrid can/will: 
• Convert your existing digital currency to our Hybrid 
• Automatically adjust value and physical asset

Media  
Media can/will: 
• Provide TV, video, blog, 

clips, podcast, video/audio 
apps, websites, internet 
apps,  



We explore to mine, in stages. 

We never rush to get it.   

We always get it right.

We developing the App in stages.  

We will not rush to build it.   

We will get it right.



THE APP
The Buildout

When the YGB Hybrid Currency App is 
ready, Users will be able to download it 
from GooglePlay or Apple AppStore. 

YGB Hybrid Currency App 
ICON

Once you click on the 
App, it opens to load. 
In the background, it 
rains gold digital and 
alphanumeric 
characters. Click on Subscribe then 

you will complete the 
personal  information. 
Afterward you will 
receive an email Select 
any password you want 
using any combination.

Once your correct email is 
verified, you will receive a 
VERIFICATION SUCCESSFUL. 

EMAIL VERIFICATION SUCCESSFUL. 
Now Login

This screen gives you 
access to all the Account 
(wallet) functions.



Click on Products to get access to 
all products in our inventory On 
Hand | In Production | In Future

Users select Products for delivery or to add to Account. The value 
of the Physical Assets is affixed to the Technological Asset. 

Other parts of the App will 
become available as we 
complete the buildout.

Each icon has a built in 
timeline to remind User’s 
of when it becomes active. 
If you click on an icon, it 
will provide a countdown 
clock to its availability.

All sections 
can be reset.

Hand | In Production | In Future 
you can select one or all to load up 
in grams | milligrams | micrograms

Every available product is listed, 
including its purchase price, value 
to the market, and expected future 
value one to ten years from the 
date it register in an account.



Type Of Non-Functionalities Corrections 

The product page has to become 
more uniform, sequence, and 
symmetrical.  

The color layout needs a cleaning 
flow with transition. 

The area around needs to be symmetrical. 

NON-SYMMETRICAL SYMMETRICAL 

GOLD

SILVER OTHER

GOLD

SILVER OTHER



ICONS ALIGNMENT
Icons | Alignment 

Home  

Wallet-to-Wallet  

My Wallet 

Wire Transfer Banking 

Products 

Shopping Cart 

Trade 

Convert To Hybrid Cash Transfer 

Users will be able to select 3 across or up to 5 
across. Icon size will shrink in millimeters or enlarge 
in millimeters. The bigger the icon the less across.

Icons will be available as 
ornaments, as 24K gold, silver, 
platinum, or other metals.



Icons | Alignment 

Setting

Profile Support 

Search  

History 

Chat 

Bill Payment  

Acts of Kinds  

Notifications  



Icons | Alignment 

Reviews  Media  News  

Rates | Prices  


